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Fig. 1. Scene-aware sampling and interpolation. The left image shows the ground truth direct loudness field in the HOUSE scene for a runtime listener shown by the red point. (All images show a 2D slice of the 3D set of possible runtime source locations.) Middle image shows the field reconstructed using prior work via uniform probe sampling and visibility-based interpolation. Right image shows the more faithful match obtained by our new methods for adaptive sampling and reachability-based interpolation. Uniform sampling generates large errors in the central room and to the lower left of the scene. Probe samples are shown as blue points. The green point in the middle column shows a failure case for visibility interpolation: no probes are directly visible to a player located there and decoding fails entirely. On a similarity score ranging from 0 to 1 detailed in Sect. 8, where 1 is perfect match to ground truth, our work improves the match to 0.93 from 0.83 with prior art.

Abstract—Precomputed sound propagation samples acoustics at discrete scene probe positions to support dynamic listener locations. An offline 3D numerical simulation is performed at each probe and the resulting field is encoded for runtime rendering with dynamic sources. Prior work places probes on a uniform grid, requiring high density to resolve narrow spaces. Our adaptive sampling approach varies probe density based on a novel “local diameter” measure of the space surrounding a given point, evaluated by stochastically tracing paths in the scene. We apply this measure to layout probes so as to smoothly adapt resolution and eliminate undersampling in corners, narrow corridors and stairways, while coarsening appropriately in more open areas. Coupled with a new runtime interpolator based on radial weights over geodesic paths, we achieve smooth acoustic effects that respect scene boundaries as both the source or listener move, unlike existing visibility-based solutions. We consistently demonstrate quality improvement over prior work at fixed cost.

Index Terms—Diffraction, interpolation, mean free path, radial basis function, ray tracing, reciprocity, room acoustics, wave simulation.

1 INTRODUCTION

Games and virtual reality (VR) require efficient and convincing simulations of real-world phenomena in order provide users with an uninterrupted, immersive experience. In particular, sound propagation effects that take the scene geometry into account provide important perceptual cues about the location of sound sources in the environment, as well as the environment itself. Imagine, for example, walking away from a crowded room in a party, down a corridor and around a corner. The manner in which the sound intensity diminishes depends not only on the distance from the crowd, but also on complex secondary effects like the diffraction and reflection of sound around doorways and corners. These subtle, but important, aural cues are essential to provide a listener with a convincing experience.

Unfortunately, such global sound transport effects are costly to simulate, requiring extensive computation to evaluate integrals of complex sound paths through the scene that link sources to listeners. As such, brute-force computation is not a feasible solution for interactive simulation, where performance budgets are prohibitively constraining. This motivates precomputation-based solutions, such as existing systems for lighting [9] and sound propagation [14, 15]. These systems perform the expensive transport simulation offline at a sampled set of probe locations, whose results are interpolated to the player location at runtime. Propagated energy distribution in complex scenes is a piecewise continuous function with arbitrarily large physical discontinuities across boundaries like walls. Two problems must be solved to accurately reconstruct such functions: the number of probes must be economized while ensuring narrow regions in the scene such as corridors remain adequately sampled, and the interpolation must retain accuracy inside each smooth region and preserve differences across boundaries.

We focus on precomputed sound propagation, building upon parametric wave coding [14] as a case study. Similar to other precomputed systems [10, 12, 16], it employs uniform probe sampling. Density must be increased globally to sample thin regions (1-2m across), requiring impractical precomputation time and runtime RAM usage while wasting samples in open areas with low variation. At runtime, precomputed probe information must be interpolated at the listener location, usually using linear interpolation. To avoid incorrectly blending jumps in the field across walls, probes invisible to the listener are rejected but this introduces artificial jumps at visibility transitions. Human auditory perception is sensitive to such unnatural loudness changes on slight player motion, breaking immersion in a VR experience. We make two main contributions to fix these problems.

First, we propose a novel geometric measure of the local diameter of the scene around an input point that enables scene-adaptive sampling. Local diameter captures a notion of the scene’s spaciousness or narrowness around a given point, defined via stochastic path tracing.
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controlled by a single locality parameter, our measure progresses be-
tween mean diameter of the region visible to the point on one extreme, to the global mean free path distance in all parts of the scene accessible from the point. The former is too sensitive to local geometry, diminishing in corners of a large room, while the latter is too global, linking across arbitrarily many connected spaces. We obtain an effective balance with intuitive variation. Our sampling approach then starts with a dense layout and greedily merges probes closer than the local diameter, yielding an unstructured set of probes whose density adapts to local spaciousness.

Second, we complement this unstructured adaptive sampling with a reachability-based interpolation technique that affords reconstruction accuracy and smoothness. It selects probes near the player and applies a radial basis function (RBF) weighting based on a heuristic diffraction model, namely, the ratio of Euclidean to geodesic shortest path distance. Weight thus diminishes smoothly as energy flow from a probe sample to the player attenuates rather than cutting out abruptly on visibility transitions, even functioning when no probes are visible (e.g., green point in middle panel of Fig. 1).

These enhancements substantially improve accuracy of precomputed approaches such as parametric wave coding [14] for the same probe budget, as shown in Fig. 1. Our system is the first to capture sound propagation effects in scenes with arbitrarily thin walkable regions meeting a practical budget for precomputation time and runtime resources (10% of a single CPU core and about 100MB of RAM for industrial-calibre game environments). The technique has been successfully employed in a shipping game [17].

2 Related Work

We review prior art in the areas most related to our work, below.

Propagation solvers and online approaches Geometric solvers are commonly used in room acoustics [8], similar to global illumination techniques but with two differences. First, time delays are audible for sound. Energy must be accumulated in multiple time bins, making path length an additional sampling dimension. Second, ray propagation assumes high frequency approximation to the wave equation. Diffraction approximations for audible wavelengths must be explicitly incorporated by sampling edges. Both differences increase the computational demands of path sampling.

The acoustic response can be computed on the fly between a dynamic source and listener for simple scenes of a few thousand polygons [21], while saturating multiple desktop PCs. Other techniques use path caching with enforced smoothness for plausible effects in complex game scenes [20]. Controlling aliasing without breaking the CPU budget remains a challenge [2]. Modeling arbitrary order wave diffraction and scattering poses additional difficulties; see Savioja et al. [19] for a survey and discussion of geometric solvers.

Wave solvers [4, 13] evolve the volumetric pressure field in a discretized approximation to the wave equation. Aliasing is eliminated simply by proper Nyquist bandlimiting of the source pulse. These techniques are too slow to evaluate in realtime and produce petabyte-sized raw output.

Precomputed approaches Precomputed approaches run a propagation solver on static scene geometry offline, trading increased memory for reduced runtime computation. Ensuring the sampling obtains an accurate reconstruction while minimizing the number of samples has been largely unaddressed and forms our focus.

An early approach [12] assumes stationary sources and proposes a uniformly spaced layout of listener probes in simple, convex scenes. Tsingos [25] extends this framework to enable one of the first practical techniques for games and VR. Diffraction is ignored and input geometry limited to a few planar facets, but dynamic sources are enabled and the data size reduced substantially using image sources. Probes are placed by hand in a visual authoring tool. Our work considers complex games scenes where hundreds or thousands of probes are needed per game map, making manual placement impractical.

Raghuvanshi et al. [16] use a wave solver to accommodate complex scene geometry and naturally model diffraction but the representation requires gigabytes of memory. Raghuvanshi and Snyder [14] reduce data size to about 100MB, practical for current games, by encoding acoustic impulse responses in terms of perceptual parameters. We discuss relevant details in Section 3. Both papers share the sampling framework, laying out probes on a uniform grid and performing an expensive 3D wave simulation from each probe location, whose output data is encoded and stored. To control cost in large game scenes, coarse spacing is used, typically 3-4m, risking inaccuracies in narrow regions.

The equivalent source method (ESM) fits sound fields using a linear superposition of elementary multipoles. James et al. [7] employ ESM to approximate free field radiation from vibrating objects. Multipoles placement is unstructured and greedily optimized to fit the known radiating field. The wave field we’re evaluating is unknown at the probe layout stage, ruling out a fitting approach. In principle, one could compute 3D wave fields over a dense set of probes and then decimate the set as an optimization. This is accurate but impractically expensive and wasteful. We seek a fast geometric measure to adapt probe spacing before computing the costly simulations.

Mehra et al. [10] use a similar framework as parametric wave coding [14]: probes are first laid out with sparse uniform spacing and a 3D simulation performed for each; it is the encoding of each probe’s 3D field that differs. Assuming open, outdoor scenes with a few well-separated objects, the field is approximated using ESM as a superposition of multipole radiation from each object.

Taylor et al. [24] use a heuristic similarity measure based on geometric acoustics in the scene, combined with visibility criteria. Acoustic-based sampling heuristics only work reliably to the extent they match
the offline simulation. We propose a simple and fast approach that instead tries to sample locations listeners can reach. Combined with our interpolation approach, this resolves geometry-related jumps in the acoustic field and we show that it works well in complex scenes.

We build upon parametric wave coding [14] to quantify improvement, but note that precomputed acoustic systems differ primarily in how they compute and encode their data, but share sampling tradeoffs. Our techniques are thus applicable to other systems.

**Light probes** Image-based lighting (IBL) captures light probes, represented by cubemaps [6, 9] or spherical harmonics [18, 23], to provide realistic shading including indirect effects at runtime. Refer to these talks from Debevec [3] and O’Donnell [11] for more extensive background information. Probes are placed by hand in most applications; automatic placement that avoids incorrect shading and light leaking [6] is a long-standing research problem. McGuire et al. [9] calculate real-time global illumination in static environments using a data structure that provides a spherical slice of the light field, surface normals, and radial distances at any point based on a uniform grid of probes. Silvennoinen et al. [22] reconstruct incident radiance from normals, and radial distances at any point based on a uniform grid of probes. Silvennoinen et al. [22] reconstruct incident radiance from normals, and radial distances at any point based on a uniform grid of probes. Silvennoinen et al. [22] reconstruct incident radiance from normals, and radial distances at any point based on a uniform grid of probes.

We develop a geometric measure of the local diameter of space (Sect. 4) that can adapt to the scene. **Local diameter** is our proposed measure which multiplicatively attenuates the weight for a path segment by a factor $\lambda$ at each bounce (illustrated in image with segment fadeout), parameterizing locality of the transport space.

**Visibility star diameter** is a 7D problem as both source and listener can move in 3D, and a time-dependent impulse response results for each pair. Dimensionality is reduced by observing that the space of player/listener locations is usually 2.5D, restricted to walkable surfaces and available as the "navigation mesh" in game engines. Reciprocity allows swapping of the average distance to intersected geometry. Visibility star diameter adds the distance from shooting the ray in the opposite direction to reduce the bias towards short path segments for proximate geometry. **Mean free path** performs diffuse scattering off intersected geometry, avoiding sensitivity to corner proximity at the cost of being too global, with limited variation between rooms. **Local diameter** is our proposed measure which multiplicatively attenuates the weight for a path segment by a factor $\lambda$ at each bounce (illustrated in image with segment fadeout), parameterizing locality of the transport space.

**Mean distance** traces rays forward from the evaluation point and records the average distance to intersected geometry. **Visibility star diameter** is a long-standing research problem. McGuire et al. [9] calculate real-time global illumination in static environments using a data structure that provides a spherical slice of the light field, surface normals, and radial distances at any point based on a uniform grid of probes. Silvennoinen et al. [22] reconstruct incident radiance from normals, and radial distances at any point based on a uniform grid of probes. Silvennoinen et al. [22] reconstruct incident radiance from normals, and radial distances at any point based on a uniform grid of probes.

**Mean free path** performs diffuse scattering off intersected geometry, avoiding sensitivity to corner proximity at the cost of being too global, with limited variation between rooms. **Local diameter** is our proposed measure which multiplicatively attenuates the weight for a path segment by a factor $\lambda$ at each bounce (illustrated in image with segment fadeout), parameterizing locality of the transport space.

**Local diameter measure** – The top row illustrates computation of various diameter measures at a point shown by the red dot. We only show a few example paths in green. The bottom row shows the corresponding result on repeating the diameter evaluation throughout a test scene. **Mean distance** traces ray forward from the evaluation point and records the average distance to intersected geometry. **Visibility star diameter** adds the distance from shooting the ray in the opposite direction to reduce the bias towards short path segments for proximate geometry. **Mean free path** performs diffuse scattering off intersected geometry, avoiding sensitivity to corner proximity at the cost of being too global, with limited variation between rooms. **Local diameter** is our proposed measure which multiplicatively attenuates the weight for a path segment by a factor $\lambda$ at each bounce (illustrated in image with segment fadeout), parameterizing locality of the transport space.

**Light probes** Image-based lighting (IBL) captures light probes, represented by cubemaps [6, 9] or spherical harmonics [18, 23], to provide realistic shading including indirect effects at runtime. Refer to these talks from Debevec [3] and O’Donnell [11] for more extensive background information. Probes are placed by hand in most applications; automatic placement that avoids incorrect shading and light leaking [6] is a long-standing research problem. McGuire et al. [9] calculate real-time global illumination in static environments using a data structure that provides a spherical slice of the light field, surface normals, and radial distances at any point based on a uniform grid of probes. Silvennoinen et al. [22] reconstruct incident radiance from normals, and radial distances at any point based on a uniform grid of probes. Silvennoinen et al. [22] reconstruct incident radiance from normals, and radial distances at any point based on a uniform grid of probes.

**Visibility star diameter** is a long-standing research problem. McGuire et al. [9] calculate real-time global illumination in static environments using a data structure that provides a spherical slice of the light field, surface normals, and radial distances at any point based on a uniform grid of probes. Silvennoinen et al. [22] reconstruct incident radiance from normals, and radial distances at any point based on a uniform grid of probes. Silvennoinen et al. [22] reconstruct incident radiance from normals, and radial distances at any point based on a uniform grid of probes.
To make the measure more global, we consider mean free path length. Sabine’s classic analysis for reverberation time under stochastic “diffuse field” conditions [8] builds on the theorem that the mean free path in a scene is proportional to $V/A$, where $V$ is its volume and $A$ its surface area. For convex scenes, $V/A$ represents a measure of average scene diameter. We generalize this idea via stochastic path tracing. Paths are traced emanating from $x$ and terminating at a distance of 100m. At each bounce (i.e., intersection with scene geometry), the weight thus decreases exponentially with bounce order. The factor, $(further detail is included in Sect. 6). We have found this sufficient for

$$\lambda$$

where

$$\lambda = \frac{1}{2}$$

yields the global mean free path. Choosing $\lambda = 0.8$ provides a good balance, as shown in the rightmost column of Fig. 3. Compared to the mean free path, the corridors darken and are less influenced by the connected large hall. The central hall brightens, bringing its value closer to its actual width neglecting portals. We observe similar behavior across our test scenes. Namely, results remain smooth at the connection between small and large enclosures, with diameter values that correspond to each individual space. To demonstrate this, we set $\lambda = 0.8$ for all our results.

Our proposed measure strikes a parameterized balance between these two extremes by performing a weighted mean of segment lengths, where the weight at each bounce is reduced by some factor. Segment weight thus decreases exponentially with bounce order. The factor, $\lambda$, ranges between a purely local measure to an entirely global one as $\lambda$ varies in [0,1]. More precisely, $\lambda = 0$ yields the local visibility star measure while $\lambda = 1$ yields the global mean free path. Choosing $\lambda = 0.8$ provides a good balance, as shown in the rightmost column of Fig. 3. Compared to the mean free path, the corridors darken and are less influenced by the connected large hall. The central hall brightens, bringing its value closer to its actual width neglecting portals. We observe similar behavior across our test scenes. Namely, results remain smooth at the connection between small and large enclosures, with diameter values that correspond to each individual space. To demonstrate this, we set $\lambda = 0.8$ for all our results.

Our measure performs scattering to ensure spatial smoothness and make it more global, not to match expected acoustic response. We compute local diameters in 2D at a fixed height from navigable floors (further detail is included in Sect. 6). We have found this sufficient for our examples; a 3D measure is straightforward but more expensive.

**Voxelization tracing** Though other implementations are certainly possible, we compute the geometric intersection and scattering needed for $d(x)$ evaluation using a scene voxelization rather than tracing rays directly in the original triangulated scene. (This voxelization is the same one used for simulating wave acoustics.) The computation thus has no knowledge of polygon normals around which to form a precise directional distribution for diffuse scattering. We select the normal of the first face of the occupied voxel hit by the ray. We construct an orthonormal basis around the normal and sample a new direction from a cosine-weighted hemispherical distribution. Since we compute local diameter in 2D, we project this reflection direction from 3D onto the $z = 0$ plane. Rays reaching the limits of the scene are terminated there as if reaching a boundary, without performing any scattering.

### 5 Adaptive Sampling

We start with a dense, uniformly sampled set of probes $\{P_j\}$, restricted to the 2.5D surface at human height above walkable areas of the scene. We provide details in Section 6. Sample spacing is 0.5m, fine enough to resolve narrow regions. Our approach then prunes probes from this set based on the measure $d(x)$, using the passes illustrated in Fig. 4.

**Pruning predicate** The user specifies the maximum allowable probe spacing, $d^*$, and a relative density parameter, $s$, that controls the probe sample density (per diameter). We use $d^* = 10m$ in our tests, and $s = 2$ unless otherwise specified. Pruning relies on the predicate

$$\mathcal{P}(x_0, x_1) \equiv \left( \|x_0 - x_1\| < \min \left( \frac{d(x_0), d(x_1), d^*}{s} \right) \right) \land \mathcal{R}(x_0, x_1)$$

where $\mathcal{R}$ is true when the two points are mutually reachable via some path through the scene. $\mathcal{P}(x_0, x_1) = 1$ if $x_0$ and $x_1$ are close enough to merge. To evaluate $\mathcal{R}$, we voxelize geometry onto a grid with user-specified spacing (same as wave solver’s grid spacing in our tests) and apply a flood fill, restricted to an appropriate scene sub-volume to accelerate the computation as we will later note in each case.

**Pruning can be stated formally as finding a set of representatives $\{x_i\} \subset \{P_j\}$ in which all pairs violate the predicate, $\mathcal{P}(x_i, x_j) = 0$, but cover the scene; i.e., for all $x$ in the scene, $\mathcal{P}(x, x_i) = 1$ for at least one representative $x_i$. This is a combinatoric optimization problem with $O(10^3)$ points in $\{P_j\}$, motivating our multi-pass greedy approach.

**Pass 1: structured pruning** We overlay a grid with spacing $d^*$ onto the scene and partition probes within each grid cell $i$, yielding $P^*_{0} \subset P_0$. We then prune each $P^*_0$ independently to a smaller set $P^*_1$, figure, and leakage from large spaces into small ones through portals. In short, it is too local.

As if reaching a boundary, without performing any scattering.

5. **Adaptive Sampling**

We start with a dense, uniformly sampled set of probes $\{P_j\}$, restricted to the 2.5D surface at human height above walkable areas of the scene. We provide details in Section 6. Sample spacing is 0.5m, fine enough to resolve narrow regions. Our approach then prunes probes from this set based on the measure $d(x)$, using the passes illustrated in Fig. 4.

**Pruning predicate** The user specifies the maximum allowable probe spacing, $d^*$, and a relative density parameter, $s$, that controls the probe sample density (per diameter). We use $d^* = 10m$ in our tests, and $s = 2$ unless otherwise specified. Pruning relies on the predicate

$$\mathcal{P}(x_0, x_1) \equiv \left( \|x_0 - x_1\| < \min \left( \frac{d(x_0), d(x_1), d^*}{s} \right) \right) \land \mathcal{R}(x_0, x_1)$$

where $\mathcal{R}$ is true when the two points are mutually reachable via some path through the scene. $\mathcal{P}(x_0, x_1) = 1$ if $x_0$ and $x_1$ are close enough to merge. To evaluate $\mathcal{R}$, we voxelize geometry onto a grid with user-specified spacing (same as wave solver’s grid spacing in our tests) and apply a flood fill, restricted to an appropriate scene sub-volume to accelerate the computation as we will later note in each case.

**Pruning can be stated formally as finding a set of representatives $\{x_i\} \subset \{P_j\}$ in which all pairs violate the predicate, $\mathcal{P}(x_i, x_j) = 0$, but cover the scene; i.e., for all $x$ in the scene, $\mathcal{P}(x, x_i) = 1$ for at least one representative $x_i$. This is a combinatoric optimization problem with $O(10^3)$ points in $\{P_j\}$, motivating our multi-pass greedy approach.

**Pass 1: structured pruning** We overlay a grid with spacing $d^*$ onto the scene and partition probes within each grid cell $i$, yielding $P^*_{0} \subset P_0$. We then prune each $P^*_0$ independently to a smaller set $P^*_1$,
initialized to empty. We pick an arbitrary probe \( x_0 \in P_0 \) and remove it along with all \( x_i \in P_0 \) such that \( \mathcal{P}(x_0, x_i) = 1 \). (The sub-volume used for evaluating \( \mathcal{P} \) in this predicate is the grid cell.) Call this set of pruned probes \( Q \). We find the probe position \( y \in Q \) closest to its centroid, and add the tuple \((y, n)\) to \( P_1 \), where \( n = |Q| \). The probe located at \( y \) thus serves as a representative for the set \( Q \) deemed close enough to the chosen \( x_0 \). The set size \( n \) is recorded to provide the weight when merging probes in the second pass. This procedure is repeated until \( P_0 \) is empty, yielding \( P_1 \equiv \bigcup_i P_i^1 \).

**Pass 2: unstructured pruning** Pass 1 fails to prune probes straddling the artificial grid cell boundaries that might satisfy the predicate. We perform a second unstructured pass to remove such probes close to cell boundaries. We initialize a new pruned set \( P_2 \leftarrow P_1 \) followed by in-place merge operations. We find a pair \(((y_0, n_0), (y_1, n_1))\) \( \in \mathcal{P}_2 \), which satisfies the following:

- \((y_0, y_1)\) must be in the same or spatially adjacent (including diagonals) grid cells. This test accelerates computation by observing that for probes in cells beyond immediate grid neighbors \( \|y_0 - y_1\| > d^* \), violating \( \mathcal{P} \).
- \((y_0, y_1)\) are in neighboring cells, at least one probe must be close to the grid cell edge, defined as being within distance \( b \) to the cell’s edge. We use \( b = 1 \).
- \( \mathcal{P}(y_0, y_1) = 1 \) with \( \mathcal{P} \) evaluated on the axis-aligned bounding box formed by \((y_0, y_1)\).
- Compute the weighted centroid \( z = (n_0 y_0 + n_1 y_1) / (n_0 + n_1) \). This takes into account the number of initial dense probes in \( P_0 \) that \( y_0 \) and \( y_1 \) represent.
- \( z \) must be in air, not lying inside geometry.

If all tests pass, remove both probes from \( P_2 \) and replace them with the tuple \((z, n_0 + n_1)\). Repeat until no such pair can be found.

**Pass 3: island culling** Finally, a global flood fill is performed for each probe \( z \in P_2 \), and if the connected volume around \( z \) is below some lower bound \( V_{\text{min}} = 125 \text{m}^3 \), we remove \( z \). This yields the final probe set, \( P \).

6 **Generating a Dense Probe Set using the Navmesh**

Commonly used game engines like Unreal and Unity allow automatic generation of a navigation mesh or navmesh for short. It is a 2.5D triangulated mesh indicating walkable regions in the map used to help game AI characters navigate. The user specifies geometry in the map that participates in the navmesh computation, such as terrain and static mesh objects within the playable region. A flood-fill along horizontal or inclined but sufficiently flat surfaces is then performed. This results in a 2.5D mesh that, for instance, climbs up stairwells so as to connect multiple floors in a building. Since acoustic probes must be placed in regions accessible by the player, we observe that the navmesh conveniently provides information to generate the initial dense set of proposed probe locations. Fig. 5 shows the EpicCitadel navmesh (in green) we used for generating our results. The initial dense probes (in blue) are laid out using the navmesh as a guide. The user can further specify regions of interest by drawing boxes in the game editor which further restrict the probe set to the interior of their union.

We begin by voxelizing the navmesh at the same grid resolution used for all other processing described above. Then we consider a uniform sampling at 0.5m of the scene’s voxel map, rejecting samples occupied by geometry or outside the region of interest. Assuming a player height of 2m, the navigation mesh voxel map is accessed in the interval of [1, 2] meters below the sample. If any voxel occupied by the navigation mesh is detected, that sample is added to the dense probe set; otherwise it is rejected. This yields the initial dense probe set. The procedure naturally quantizes probe sample height into 0.5m steps. We process each occupied height slice independently as described in Section 5. Although our procedure introduces height “stair-casing” it is sufficient to handle challenging cases such as inclined tunnels and terrain as shown in Fig. 6.

7 **Runtime Interpolation**

The runtime system interpolates the precomputed data, which encodes impulse responses between source and listener locations, in terms of a few perceptual parameters [14]. We interpolate results at receiver samples near the emitter, for each probe sample from a sample set near the listener. Receiver samples are on a uniform grid and are interpolated with trilinear weights, renormalized to account for missing or invisible samples, same as parametric wave coding [14]. However, we cannot use trilinear weighting for probe interpolation, because it requires uniform spacing of probe samples. Also, at visibility transitions the weighting is discontinuous and results in audible jumps. We propose a scheme that accommodates unstructured probe sample locations, and replace the discontinuous visibility criterion with a diffraction heuristic that yields smoother results.

**Weight computation** Given listener position \( x \), we first find the nearest \( K \) probes, with locations \( \{x_i\} \) and corresponding RBF weights \( w_i = 1 / |x - x_i| \). For each probe, we compute the geodesic shortest path length \( g(x, x_i) \) connecting the listener to probe via the 3D scene (using A* search on a voxel grid, detailed shortly). If no connecting path is found, \( g(x, x_i) = \infty \). We then compute a heuristic diffracted attenuation coefficient \( \alpha \) by passing the “path directness” function \( \rho(x, x_i) \equiv |x - x_i| / g(x, x_i) \) through the linear mapping \([\rho_{\text{min}}, 1] \rightarrow [0, 1] \).
We use Euclidean distance as this heuristic. We also perform some interpolation at the sound source location, which remains the same as parametric wave coding [14]. The proposed weight computation is robust to geometric complexity. Attenuating based on path deviation mimics smooth diffracted occlusion. For instance, tiny geometry like a leaf can block the segment \((x, x_0)\) but unblock upon the slightest player motion, creating audible discontinuities not present in the encoded field. As shown in Fig. 7, such cases also arise when the player at \(x_0\) is visible via a portal to a probe at \(x_i\) but becomes invisible on slight motion to position \(x_j\). With our method, path directness \(\rho\) stays close to 1 such cases so that the weight adjustment yields \(\alpha_i \approx 1\), avoiding such discontinuities. Yet we preserve physical discontinuities due to scene boundaries: although a player at \(x_1\) is close to probe \(x_j\), the geodesic path takes a long detour via the portal resulting in small path directness satisfying \(\rho < \rho_m\) and causing the probe \(x_j\) to be correctly discarded.

With the design decisions and acceleration techniques described next, the interpolation remains lightweight, requiring on the order of a few tens of microseconds for decoding the acoustics between a source and listener on a single CPU core.

**Grid spacing** Geodesic path computation on triangle meshes in complex game scenes can be challenging. Similar to the precomputation stage, we voxelize scene geometry onto a grid with user-specified resolution, \(h\), on which we compute \(g(x, x_i)\) approximately using A* search. This grid spacing must be chosen carefully. Reducing it improves accuracy but increases CPU cost and voxel memory usage as \(1/h^3\). Another consideration is that if \(x\) lies within a grid cell occupied by a scene triangle, such as when the listener’s head is right next to a wall, interpolation will fail. Fixing \(h = 8\)cm, about the typical radius of a human head, works well in practice.

**Acceleration techniques** To accelerate the geodesic path computation, we first test for the common case that \(x\) and \(x_i\) are visible to each other using a ray cast and in such a case, return \(g(x, x_i) = |x - x_i|\).

To limit path search volume, we observe that no paths longer than \(|x - x_i|/\rho_m\) need be explored. Using the triangle inequality, path search can be limited to points \(y\) such that \(|y - x| + |y - x_i| \leq |x - x_i|/\rho_m\). This represents the interior of an ellipsoid with \(x\) and \(x_i\) as its foci. Thus we limit path search to the axis-aligned bounding box of this ellipsoid.

Interpolation values are also cached and reused when the listener is stationary or moving slowly.

The original A* algorithm [5] proceeds by inserting candidate neighboring voxels into a priority queue, with priority drawn from a heuristic. We use Euclidean distance as this heuristic. We also perform some simple accelerations that sacrifice A* optimality. Instead of adding the unoccupied immediate neighbors of a voxel to the A* priority queue, we consider unoccupied voxels that are \(r\) voxels away in the directions of the immediate neighbors. All such candidates for which the straight line path is unblocked are added to the priority queue. We use a small value of \(r = 3\), corresponding to hops of \(r \times h = 24\)cm that accelerates without undue inaccuracy. Once this search finds a cell within \(r\) voxels to the destination, the path is completed with a straight line if unblocked. Otherwise, A* search is performed with \(r = 1\) to complete the remaining path.

We interpolate data from the \(K = 4\) nearest probes to the listener, motivated by the 2D nature of our interpolation. Larger \(K\) increase computation without improving quality much. We fix \(\rho_m = 0.5\) so that the weight coefficient vanishes (\(\alpha_i = 0\)) for geodesic paths longer than twice the Euclidean distance. Smaller values of \(\rho_m\) can help to find more complex paths connecting the listener to nearby probes, at the cost of performance as it requires a larger volume during A* search. It can also hurt quality, by giving weight to probes that are acoustically isolated from the player location. A value of \(\rho_m = 1\) reduces to visibility based interpolation. Choosing \(\rho_m = 0.5\) empirically yields good quality while limiting the computational cost of interpolation.

**8 Results**

Existing precomputed sound propagation methods [10, 12, 14, 16], including commercial systems [1], propose uniform sampling. Some also include visibility-based interpolation. This prompts our use of uniform sampling as a baseline for comparison. While the light probe placement literature explores adaptive sampling, it is unclear how such techniques apply to sound. Diffraction is an important effect in acoustic fields hard to predict with ray-based (i.e., geometric/Lagrangian) methods.

Referring to Fig. 1, the leftmost panel shows the reference field for a fixed player and varying emitter position. We plot the direct loudness parameter (\(L_{DB}\)) from parametric wave coding [14]. Dark areas indicate that a sound source located there is heard as attenuated at the fixed player location (red dot). We then generate a probe layout using our approach (right panel), and fix this probe budget for uniform sampling employed in parametric wave coding [14] (middle panel). In other words, we compare reconstruction quality to ground truth while holding cost (i.e., probe count) fixed. Note that only probes nearest the fixed player location participate in interpolation, yielding the visualized field determined by a weighted blend of the probes’ emitter fields as defined in Section 3.

Fig. 1 shows the noticeable improvement in accuracy our method obtains compared to uniform sampling with visibility-based interpolation. The latter selects the only probe visible to the player (located in the central hall), leading to incorrect brightening of the central hall and darkening of the corridors near the player. Our technique ensures denser sampling in narrow areas at the expense of more open ones.

More generally, uniform sampling aliases significantly, failing to sam-
Fig. 9. Comparison of reconstructed fields of our method (bottom) against uniform sampling (top) on the HiGHRISE scene. Our method resolves the narrow walkway, resulting in reliable reconstruction of the precomputed field.

Fig. 10. Reconstruction accuracy for all parameter fields on EPICiTadel.

Fig. 11. Uniform (top) vs. adaptive (bottom) probe layout for equal probe budget. Left to right: sampling density increases as \( s = \{1, 2, 3, 4\} \).

ple the narrow horizontal corridors towards the bottom or the alcove near the top containing the green dot. Visibility-based interpolation exacerbates these sampling gaps to create dead spots. For example, a player located at the green dot finds no visible probes and thus nothing to interpolate, causing a decoding failure. Our method fixes this problem.

More complex game scenes in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 yield similar improvement in accuracy, demonstrating the practicality of our technique. In Fig. 8, our technique samples reliably within the narrow vestibule. Uniform sampling omits sample “slots” that happen to be occupied by geometry and aliases inside narrow entrances and nooks. This results in audible loudness discontinuities, as illustrated in the accompanying
video. (Original results in parametric wave coding [14] avoid artifacts using a denser probe layout.) Uniform sampling selects the single visible probe near the entrance to the cathedral, overestimating loudness outdoors and underestimating it indoors, with errors as large as 20dB. Our method produces much better fidelity. Fig. 9 shows narrow walkways in an open scene. Uniform sampling misses the walkways and yields large errors while our method generates a string of probes down both walkways with greatly improved agreement to ground truth. Fig. 10 shows all parameters used in parametric wave coding [14]: we obtain good agreement to ground truth for all four. Note that the direct sound field shows the strongest spatial variation, motivating our focus on it for experimental analysis. Note also that spatial variation in dark areas (e.g., for the reverb decay field) visually exaggerates the audible effect of such a highly attenuated result.

Most of our results use a sampling density of $s = 2$; Fig. 11 shows the effect of varying $s$, comparing to a uniformly sampled layout with the same probe budget in each case. As $s$ increases, note how sampling density increases smoothly throughout the scene in the adaptive case, favoring narrow regions. Uniform sampling aliases first one region then another as density increases.

Fig. 12 shows probes (drawn as blue boxes here and in the video) available at the player position illustrated. With uniform sampling only a single probe appears at the end of a sloping tunnel; adaptive sampling provides probes along its whole length. See the supplemental video for walkthroughs including sound in all our demo scenes: HOUSE, EPICCITADEL, and HIGHRISE.

We apply a perceptual image metric, the structural similarity index metric or SSIM [26], to compare our results and previous work against ground truth. An overall similarity number is included in Figs. 1, 8, and 9. The number ranges in $[0, 1]$ with a similarity of 1 indicating a perfect match. Similarity fields for each of our three scenes are shown in Fig. 13 which also reports overall average error per scene. While an image metric is not straightforwardly applicable to acoustic fields, these visualizations show perceptual parameter fields so that per-position audible features, such as loudness on logarithmic dB scale, map to pixel-visible image differences; furthermore, temporal smoothness for a player moving through the scene corresponds to image smoothness over pixels. So we believe by comparing mean and variance over corresponding image patches, the SSIM metric provides some insight on acoustic similarity where perceptual metrics for spatially varying fields are not as fully developed. These quantitative results show our method improves fidelity compared to previous work. We also report RMS errors which show similar improvements.

Turning to our method’s cost, we note that adaptive sampling represents a small fraction of the precompute cost. Tables 1 and 2 show precompute statistics for the scenes used in the paper. Time in both tables is measured in seconds. A single $d$ evaluation is roughly a million times faster than a single probe simulation, while the total probe layout cost is roughly a thousand times faster than the total simulation cost over all the resulting pruned probes.

9 DISCUSSION

Our approach is motivated by the observation that the acoustic field is piecewise smooth with scene geometry causing arbitrarily large jumps. The acoustic rendering system must interpolate smoothly in open areas while still capturing these jumps across walls. The main error source is omitting probe samples in narrow enclosed places the player can visit. We thus give higher importance to areas of smaller diameter to ensure they get sampled. We don’t claim our approach is optimal nor does it provide accuracy guarantees. Instead, we demonstrate good results in practice by adapting the sampling to the narrow regions, improving upon common issues related to state of the art uniform sampling with visibility-based interpolation.

Note that it is challenging to quickly and reliably predict spatial variation of global transport effects in all cases such as diffraction at portals, indirect scattering, soft shadowing from occluders, or caustics formed at the focal point of a concave reflector. This is true for light as well as sound propagation. The problem is made even harder because the location of the sound source is not fixed but rather tabulated over 3D space at precompute time. If error must be strictly bounded, there is little alternative than to compute acoustics for a dense sampling and then throw away unnecessary samples based on acoustic similarity criteria. As Table 1 shows, this would be tremendously time consuming and obviate any practical benefit of adaptive sampling. Our method of simply sampling more where the player can go is simple and fast (Table 2) and as we show, sufficient to adequately reconstruct piecewise smooth acoustic fields in complex and representative scenes, enabling smooth acoustic rendering in VR.

10 CONCLUSION

We present the first system to reliably capture precomputed acoustic effects for arbitrarily narrow scene features within a practical budget.
We also introduce a new interpolation technique based on reachability visibility-based interpolation. The right column shows the result obtained for the same probe budget on challenging cases with thin scene features observe significant improvement in accuracy over uniform sampling piecewise-smooth behavior of physical energy propagation in a scene that utilizes a simple model for diffracted transport, preserving the defined geometric measure of the local diameter around any scene point. adapt probe spacing to a novel, quickly-computable and stochastically- for precomputation and runtime memory. The key idea is to smoothly Lower root mean square error (RMSE) values are better.

SSIM: 0.835, RMSE: 0.275 SSIM: 0.929, RMSE: 0.086

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scene</th>
<th>Uniform + Visibility (Prior)</th>
<th>Adaptive + Reachability (Ours)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>House</td>
<td>SSIM: 0.513, RMSE: 0.705</td>
<td>SSIM: 0.782, RMSE: 0.236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EpicCitadel</td>
<td>SSIM: 0.781, RMSE: 0.224</td>
<td>SSIM: 0.793, RMSE: 0.169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HighRise</td>
<td>uniform + visibility (prior)</td>
<td>adaptive + reachability (ours)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 13. Error statistics for parameter fields on our demo scenes: HOUSE, EPICCITADEL, and HIGHRISE. The left column shows the error result for the direct loudness field reconstructed using uniform probe sampling and visibility-based interpolation. The right column shows the result obtained by adaptive sampling and reachability-based interpolation. Lighter color represents larger SSIM values indicating closer match with ground truth. Lower root mean square error (RMSE) values are better.

for precomputation and runtime memory. The key idea is to smoothly adapt probe spacing to a novel, quickly-computable and stochastically-defined geometric measure of the local diameter around any scene point. We also introduce a new interpolation technique based on reachability that utilizes a simple model for diffracted transport, preserving the piecewise-smooth behavior of physical energy propagation in a scene while still reproducing jumps in the field at intervening walls. We observe significant improvement in accuracy over uniform sampling for the same probe budget on challenging cases with thin scene features frequently encountered in game scenes.

Our local diameter measure and adaptive sampling strategy is isotropic. Capturing directional dependence would allow sampling density dependent on direction, e.g., to sample more across a narrow corridor than along it. Investigating whether our ideas are useful for light probe placement also remains for future work.
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